
 
  Choice board for being outside and PE  

Ms. Kelly 

  

     
Play your favourite game  Draw hopscotch on the group  Letter musical chairs!  Simon Says – run on the  Egg and spoon races! 

outside in your garden.  with chalk or tape. Play it.  Write letters on sticky  spot, jumping jacks, hop,  (A potato might be a 

  notes and place on a chair.  crawl, tip-toe, jog, stretch  better option!!!) 

  Play the music and when it  etc.   
  stops says the letter you sit    
  on. Run and find something    
  in the house beginning with    
  that sound!    
  (This could also be used to    
  revise words)    
     

Play “What time is it Mr.  Cycle your bike  Play with a ball (Work on  Skipping rope  Use a deck of cards. 

Wolf”?  Go on your scooter/tractor  their throwing and catching   Flip over the cards 

 etc.  skills)   and you have to move 

    that many times. You 

    can hop, stretch, 

    jump, spin, stomp, 

    skip. 

     
Yoga on cosmic kids!   Play musical statues  Go on a nature walk and play  Have a race around 

   I spy!  the garden. 

 Help in the garden!    

     

 



  



 
 

Choice board for 11th
-15th

 May 

 
Pick some of the suggestions on the choice board below to do over the week!! ☺ You do not have to do everything and if you are enjoying something 

of course you can do it more than once! ☺ 

 
Play:  Small world: Play with  Play the game “the floor is  Put on a fashion show.  Make up a fun game to play outside. 

 Lego, make a castle or fort  lava”.   Dress up in fun outfits,   
     play music and dance   
     down the runway. Put   
     towels on the floor for   
     the runway.   
      

Maths:  Baking:  ∙ Sorting socks  Game: What’s my   

 Make something together  ∙ Sorting the washing  number Make one of the   

 and use the weighing   into lights and darks  numbers 1-20 on your   
 scales. (Discuss how we    child’s back. They must   Draw pictures of things you can do during the day 

 use the weighing scales    guess the number. When  and things you do at night time. 

 together)    they guess it correctly,   
    they make a number on  Day and night. (Discussing the difference 

    your back.  between day and night) 
     

Literacy:  Write a list of et words  Do some handwriting/  Write a day of a diary of a

superhero 

 Read a few pages of a book out loud 

   handwriting copy or book.     

     ☺. 
      

 



  



 

 
Art  Day and Night. Draw a  Draw a picture of your  Rainbow Art: (See   Be an Artful Artist and draw a picture for one of  

 Picture of night time and  favourite flower or plant in  example below)   the pages in a storybook you have read.   
 day time. (See example  the garden.  (Cut out the shape of a     
 below)   rainbow)     

Fine  Use clothes pegs. Hang  Make jigsaws  Put elastic bands around   Opening and closing bottles.   
motor  out the clothes on the   a cylinder shape.     
activities  line.   (Pringles box would be     
finger    ideal)     
gym        
Jobs at  Wash the front/back  Use the brush and dust pan.  Clean up after your   Wipe down the outside of the kitchen presses.   
home  door.   baking.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Work: Day and Night Example 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cardboard Rainbow example: 


